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The Work Is Just Beginning

STEM Thoughts

Release of Report is the Launch of What Must Take Place  By Veronica Gonzales and Alyssa Briggs
We are happy to have released “Restoring American’s Position As A World Leader by Reinvesting in STEM,” ...

Read more
From the Field
Public awareness campaigns, community volunteers, programming offers middle school math assistance. NEW ORLEANS – (Jan. 21, 2020) - In an effort to help improve Louisiana students’ math performance, C ...

Read more

What would you say to our next president?
From the Field
If you had 15 minutes with our next president, what would you say? What would you say about how to make STEM most equitable? What is your advice to improve STEM career pipelines and stop the leak of t ...

Read more

The World Continues to Change:
From the Field
A Unique Opportunity to Influence What’s Next for STEM TIES, founder and lead of the STEM Learning Ecosystems Community of Practice, is holding two Town Hall discussions for members of its 94 STEM Eco ...
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Two STEM Learning Ecosystems Win $6 Million in Department of Defe...
STEM Thoughts
Two ecosystems that are a part of the STEM Learning Ecosystems Community of Practice each received $3 million grants for their important work related to improving meaningful STEM opportunities for all ...

Read more
Now is the Moment to Disrupt the College Admissions Process

Here Are Some Ideas Curated by the STEM PUSH Network

The world of college admissions is under the national microscope in a way that it has n ... 

Pre-college STEM programs can inform equitable college admissions

As with all sectors of society, the education world has been upended and we are all searching for ways to make sense of what is, what was and what will be. The pandemic, the postponement of college bo ... 

Cleveland Schools CEO Urges Congress to Award $200 billion in fed...

Ecosystems are ready to support school districts as they reimagine school Cleveland Metropolitan School District Chief Executive Officer Eric Gordon Monday told members of U.S. Congress that the ineq ...
The WIR'ED project

STEM Thoughts
The WIR'ED project, led by NEOSTEM, aims to strengthen local communities by enabling marketing and technology access to small business owners. Bringing together local businesses, high school students, ...

Read more

The Moment for Change: Pre-College STEM Programs Can Inform Equit...

STEM Thoughts
As with all sectors of society, the education world has been upended and we are all searching for ways to make sense of what is, what was and what will be. The pandemic, the postponement of college bo ...

Read more
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